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(The following description is perhaps a little more formal than your submission.)
A simple transistor radio can be implemented using an antenna, transistor amplifiers and
resistors to bias the transistors. A speaker is also needed to allow the music to be heard.
Also, due to noise outside the audio spectrum and high frequency carrier signals, a low
pass filter is implemented with a corner frequency or around 20kHz, just above the range
that the human ear can typically hear sound. In order to protect the speaker from DC bias
current, a blocking capacbitor is implemented in the circuit. This capacitor acts as a high
pass filter. Since the corner frequency of the high pass filter should be below the audio
range, approximately 30Hz, the capacitance will be chosen based on the speaker
resistance and output resistance of the amplifier
The described circuit can be tested in stages. The input-output characteristics of the
transistor amplifier stages is easily measured using the Discovery Board with sinusoidal
inputs in the audio range. Likewise, the filters can be evaluated using the AC sweep
features of the Discovery Board. Furthermore, the effectiveness of the blocking capacitor
can determined be using the DC measurement features on the Discovery Board. The
overall circuit will be evaluated by hearing an AM radio station on the speaker.
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